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The rich composition of solutes and metabolites in sweat and its relative ease of collection upon excretion

from skin pores make this class of biofluid an attractive candidate for point of care analysis. Wearable tech-

nologies that combine electrochemical sensors with conventional or emerging semiconductor device

technologies offer valuable capabilities in sweat sensing, but they are limited to assays that support amper-

ometric, potentiometric, and colorimetric analyses. Here, we present a complementary approach that ex-

ploits fluorometric sensing modalities integrated into a soft, skin-interfaced microfluidic system which,

when paired with a simple smartphone-based imaging module, allows for in situ measurement of impor-

tant biomarkers in sweat. A network array of microchannels and a collection of microreservoirs pre-filled

with fluorescent probes that selectively react with target analytes in sweat (e.g. probes), enable quantitative,

rapid analysis. Field studies on human subjects demonstrate the ability to measure the concentrations of

chloride, sodium and zinc in sweat, with accuracy that matches that of conventional laboratory techniques.

The results highlight the versatility of advanced fluorescent-based imaging modalities in body-worn sweat

microfluidics platforms, and they suggest some practical potential for these ideas.

Introduction

The skin contains over two million eccrine glands distributed
across the surface of the human body to regulate core
temperature.1–5 These sweat glands excrete water and a rich
composition of electrolytes (chloride, sodium, and potas-
sium), metals (iron, magnesium, and zinc), metabolites (lac-
tate, glucose, urea, and creatinine), proteins, and exogenous
chemicals (alcohol and drugs).6,7 Studies demonstrate that
the concentrations of these and other biomarkers in sweat

can provide important insights into nutrition and health, as
well as cognitive and physical performance, thus making this
class of biofluid attractive across a broad range of applica-
tions in diagnostics, sports performance, and ambulatory
monitoring.8–11

A key challenge in the use of sweat for such purposes is in
the clean capture and collection of small quantities of sweat
as it emerges from the eccrine glands, and before it is con-
taminated by oils, residual dirt or other chemicals on the sur-
rounding skin and/or in the external environment.
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Traditionally, analysis of sweat volume and composition re-
lies on extraction of sweat from absorbent pads pressed
against the skin.12,13 This strategy requires sample storage,
centrifugation, and then insertion into benchtop equipment
for liquid chromatography, chloridometry, mass spectrome-
try, or other types of analysis. Such approaches are suscepti-
ble to contaminants that can be introduced in various stages
of this process and they also require systems for handling
the sweat, along with benchtop equipment and supporting
laboratory facilities for measurement. Recently reported wear-
able devices for sweat analysis provide in situ analysis capa-
bilities that avoid some of these limitations, but they do not
include microfluidic features for capture, storage and/or
routing of sweat, for measuring sweat loss or rate, or for
chemical manipulations and pre-conditioning needed for cer-
tain types of measurements.14–18

The development of advanced, soft microfluidics devices
addresses many of these limitations15,19–21 The device de-
signs in such cases involve multi-layer stacks that include a
skin adhesive interface, localized inlet ports, an integrated
microfluidic substrate with microchannels, valves and micro-
reservoirs, and a top layer that seals the system and serves as
a mounting location for graphics overlays to facilitate visual
or image-based readout. The systems are thin, flexible and
capable of elastically accommodating large strain deforma-
tions, thereby allowing conformal, water-tight integration
with the curved surfaces of the skin without constraint on
natural motions. This unique type of platform facilitates col-
lection of sweat from the surface of the skin through natu-
rally occurring release processes via pores that connect to
eccrine glands, from single or multiple locations at nearly
any region of the body, with wide-ranging design options in
size, microfluidic layouts and form factor.

The ability to extract sweat in this manner for laboratory
evaluation is powerful, but it is limited to post-collection
analysis. In some cases, real-time capabilities in monitoring
of sweat biomarkers are important. Colorimetric assays pro-
vide a powerful option that obviates the need for electro-
chemical measurements, along with the associated power
supplies and data communication hardware.22–24 Recent re-
ports describe means for using colorimetric chemistry in
such wearable, microfluidic sweat sensing systems to perform
quantitative measurements of chloride, lactate, glucose and
pH across physiologically relevant ranges.15,19–21,25 These as-
says can be performed semi-quantitatively by eye, via compar-
isons against color calibration markings printed on the top
layer of the devices, or quantitatively through digital analysis
of images captured with a smartphone. A main drawback is
that colorimetric assays exist only for a relatively narrow
range of biomarkers.

A fluorescence-based analysis of sweat could represent a
complementary approach. Here, the amounts of target sol-
utes or metabolites follow from measurements of fluores-
cence emitted by chemical probes, using a light source for ex-
citation and a photodetector for quantifying the emission. A
range of such probes are available for quantitative measure-

ments of biomarker concentrations with high sensitivity from
biological samples that contain small amounts of target bio-
molecules or pathogens, both in vivo and in vitro. Further-
more, recent work on smartphone optics suggest that in vitro
fluorescence-based diagnostics and analysis can be
performed at low-cost in the field.26–30

Here, we adapt and extend these ideas to allow their use
in fluorometric approaches to sensing of sweat captured in
wearable microfluidic devices via smartphone-based fluores-
cence-imaging modules. The specific results focus on deter-
mination of sweat chloride, sodium, and zinc in situ, with
high sensitivity, wherein microliter quantities of sweat flow
through microchannels and valves into microreservoirs that
contain fluorometric probes. Sweat chloride and sodium have
the most established clinical relevance, and their concentra-
tions have been used as diagnostics for cystic fibrosis.9 Fur-
thermore, the concentration of zinc in sweat can serve as an
indicator of zinc deficiency.31 Reaction of the probes in
microreservoirs with specific ions (chloride, sodium, and
zinc) leads to changes in the intensity of fluorescence excited
and detected using a smartphone fitted with an optics mod-
ule. The concentrations determined using these platforms in
the field on human subjects match those obtained using tra-
ditional laboratory methods.

Results and discussions
Skin-mounted, fluorometric microfluidic device design

Fig. 1 illustrates the key design features of the fluorometric
sweat sensing devices introduced here. The multilayer stack
includes three components: an ultrathin, skin-compatible ad-
hesive layer with openings to localized regions of the skin, a
platform of microfluidic channels and valve structures that
route sweat excreted from these regions to microreservoirs
with fluorometric reagents, and a detachable light-shielding
layer to prevent exposure of these reagents to light prior to
the readout process. The adhesive membrane enables water-
tight, biocompatible attachment to the skin. Openings in the
adhesive define sweat collection zones (∼3 mm in diameter),
approximately 110 cm−2 sweat glands on the upper arm.5

These zones interface to small inlet openings at the base of
the microfluidic layer as a fluid path from the skin to the
microchannels and microreservoirs. Positive pressure gener-
ated by natural sweat excretion mechanisms32 drive the flow
of sweat through the inlets and into the microfluidic system
(Fig. 1a).

The geometries and dimensions of the microfluidic chan-
nels, valves and microreservoirs are sufficiently large to sup-
port largely unimpeded flow of sweat across the physiologi-
cally relevant range of sweat rates. The microfluidic channels
lead to microreservoir regions that contain fluorescent assays
tailored for chloride, sodium, and zinc. Sweat that flows
through the microchannels eventually reaches the micro-
reservoirs and mixes with the assay chemicals (Fig. 1b). The
three microreservoirs in this representative device connect by
curved channels and capillary bursting valves designed to
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allow fluid to pass only at sufficiently high pressures (Fig.
S1Ĳa–c)†).20 These valves provide time-sequential sweat collec-
tion sampling (Fig. S1d†) of ∼2 μL in each reservoir, for a to-
tal volume of 8.1 μL. The two round reservoirs located be-
tween the assay systems serve as fluorescence reference
markers that consist of an ionic liquid of known concentra-
tion mixed with a fluorescent dye. A thin ring of a black sili-
cone attaches to the top surface of the device to prevent
photobleaching of the fluorescence probes. The low elastic

modulus (∼1 MPa)33,34 and naturally adherent surfaces of
the silicone materials allow this layer to be detached and
reapplied easily and reversibly (Fig. 1c).

In addition to fluorescence-based analysis of sweat bio-
markers, the flower-shaped microchannel in the center of the
device allows measurements of total sweat loss and rate.
Sweat that flows through this microchannel dissolves a
water-soluble dye located near the inlet, thereby creating a
highly visible colored liquid front that moves along the

Fig. 1 Schematic illustration and digital images of a skin-interfaced microfluidic device for sensing the concentrations of chloride, sodium, and
zinc in sweat by fluorometric methods. (a) Schematic exploded view illustration of the microfluidic platform for collection, capture and storage of
sweat with in situ capabilities for fluorescence assays. (b) Image illustrating fluorescence signals associated with chemical probes designed to re-
spond to chloride, sodium, and zinc embedded in a device under excitation light. Image of (c) peeling the detachable black shield away from the
microfluidic device and (d) mechanical flexing: forward twisting (left) and backward twisting (center), and on the palm (right).
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microchannel (Fig. S1e†). The amount of sweat that fills this
channel system has a known volume, determined by the ex-
tent of filling from glands with access to the corresponding
inlet. This volume of local sweat loss can be correlated to to-
tal body loss via a calibration factor.15

The low effective modulus and high elasticity (up to
∼200%) of the microfluidic substrate allows the device to
achieve intimate, water-tight mechanical coupling to the sur-
face of the skin. Fig. 1d shows deformations of a representa-
tive device on the skin, in response to bending and twisting.
The device elastically accommodates these forces, thereby

allowing attachment to nearly any region of the human body
for sweat collection and analysis.

A smartphone-based optical setup for fluorometric imaging

An optical module with integrated filters attaches to the lens
and imager of a smartphone to facilitate routine, rapid mea-
surements in the field. Fig. 2a illustrates the key features of
this module and its coupling to the smartphone. A dark
shielded box with excitation and emission filters enables cap-
ture of fluorescence images using standard camera functions

Fig. 2 Summary of key design aspects of a smartphone-based fluorometric imaging module. (a) Image of the overall concept of a fluorescence-
imaging system based on a smartphone and an optics module. (b) Image of the optics module, consisting of a dark box with excitation/emission
filters. (c) Image of the system, including a smartphone and optical filters. (d) Procedure for performing a fluorometric assay: 1. collecting sweat
using a skin-interfaced microfluidic device 2. peeling away the black shield 3. capturing a photo of the device using a smartphone interfaced to
the device with the optics module. (e) Method of fluorescence calibration. (f) Fluorescence reference material consisting of an ionic liquid and a
fluorescence dye.
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on an ordinary smartphone (Fig. 2b). The filters allow use of
the LED flash as a source of excitation light and the imager
as a detector of the resulting fluorescence (Fig. 2c). Specifi-
cally, a blue transparent film passes a narrow range of wave-
lengths (451 ± 35 nm) (Fig. S2a†) from the LED (Fig. S2b†) to
excite the fluorescent probes (excitation wavelength of 400–
530 nm, Fig. S3; (Fig. S4)†). A colored piece of glass blocks
wavelengths below 515 nm, to allow measurement of excited
fluorescence signals without interference from the excitation
light.

Fig. 2d shows a sequence of images that detail the progres-
sion of sweat through the device. Sweat excreted from the skin
first enters through the inlets and perfuses into the flower-
shaped channel structures (Fig. 2d, left). Filling structure
serves as an indication of filling of the three assay reservoirs
because the volume is equal to that of the assay reservoirs,
and the collection zones have similar sizes. At this stage, the
user can remove the black film over the fluorescent reservoirs
(Fig. 2d, middle) to capture fluorescent images of the micro-

reservoir regions (Fig. 2d, right) using the smartphone and
optical module.

Fluorescent signals from each microreservoir correlate
quantitatively to the concentration of the target analyte (i.e.
chloride, zinc, and sodium). Calibration involves first analyz-
ing the intensity from the images (Image J software, NIH,
USA) of each reservoir and normalizing these results by the
intensity of the reference region (Fig. 2e). The reference con-
sists of a stable fluorescence dye (Rhodamine chloride 110)
dissolved in an ionic liquid to prevent evaporation.35 Rhoda-
mine chloride has an excitation wavelength comparable to
that of the fluoroprobes studied here (Fig. 2f).36

Fluorescence quantification for sweat chloride, zinc, and
sodium sensing

Different fluorescence probes spotted in each reservoir react
with chloride, sodium, or zinc with high selectivity. Fig. 3a
shows the assay microreservoirs for chloride, sodium, and

Fig. 3 Fluorescence images of chloride, zinc, and sodium assays and the dependence of the fluorescence intensity on concentration. (a) Image of
the microreservoirs for the assays before (upper) and after (lower) filling with sweat collected under visible light illumination. Changes of the
fluorescence and its normalized intensity at various concentrations of (b) chloride, (c) sodium, and (d) zinc.
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zinc before and after filling with sweat. Fig. 3(b–d) summa-
rizes smartphone images for a range of concentrations upon
reaction in artificial sweat at pH 6. The graphs below the
images show the dependence of the normalized intensity on
the concentrations.

For chloride, the fluorescence intensity decreases expo-
nentially with increasing chloride concentration in the range
from 5 mM to 100 mM (Fig. 3b), which spans the normal

range for sweat (∼20–60 mM).37 Here, the lucigenin fluores-
cent probes (λex = 428 nm; λem = 511 nm, Fig. S3 and S4a†) re-
act with chloride in a manner that quenches its fluorescence
via a collisional mechanism.38,39 The intensity of the fluores-
cence from the sodium probe, a crown ether derivative (λex =
493 nm; λem = 515 nm, Fig. S3 and S4b†) increases linearly
with sodium concentration upon binding of Na+ (Fig. 3c).40,41

Although the fluorescence signal is extremely low for

Fig. 4 Human trials. (a) Photograph of a subject wearing a microfluidic device during testing. Images of the device without the black shield after
sweat collection under (b) visible light and (c) blue light emitted by a smartphone. (d) Calculated concentrations of sweat (d) chloride (green
closed circles), (e) sodium (blue closed circles), and (f) zinc (pink closed circles), along with the estimated sweat loss (black dotted lines). The solid
green, blue, and pink lines indicate the concentrations measured by ion chromatography for chloride, ICP-MS for zinc, and atomic absorption
spectrometry for sodium. (g) Changes of estimated sweat loss as a function of extent of filling of the microreservoirs and the center microchannel
structure.
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concentrations below 20 mM, the intensity can be easily mea-
sured and shows a linear dependence on concentration
across the normal range for sweat (∼20–60 mM).37 For zinc,
the fluorescence intensity increases linearly with concentra-
tion over the range of 1 to 20 μM upon binding between the
zinc probe (λex = 490 nm; λem = 519 nm, Fig. S3†) and Zn2+

(Fig. 3d) which aligns with the physiological range (1.4–27
μM).42,43 Taken together, the fluorescence intensities strongly
correlate with the concentration of each target analyte with
high reproducibility. These results suggest that fluorescent
intensities in a microfluidic wearable sensor captured with a
smartphone can be used to determine sweat chloride, so-
dium, and zinc with high accuracy (Fig. S5†).

Field studies

The studies involved microfluidic devices mounted on the
right upper arms of healthy volunteers. Each ran on an ellip-
tical trainer with a setting of middle strength load under con-
trolled environmental conditions (23 °C at 50% relative hu-
midity) (Fig. 4a). In these cases, the flower-shaped
microchannel typically fill within 20 min after initiation of
exercise. At the same time, the microreservoirs also
completely fill, as confirmed by peeling off the black PDMS
film (Fig. 4b). Rise in the rate of sweating to reach a steady
state value occurs over the first ∼10 min after the start of ex-
ercise. The lag/time for chronological sweat sampling in each
of three reservoirs can therefore be estimated to be approxi-
mately 13, 16, and 20 min based on a well defined sweat rate
(0.8 μL min−1) calculated from the sweat sampling time (Fig.
S6†). The sweat rate is comparable to results reported previ-
ously.15 Capturing an image of the device using the smartph-
one and optics module yields fluorescence data for the
probes for chloride, sodium, and zinc (Fig. 4c). After the
exercise, approximately 100 μL of sweat was collected using
a pipette on the left upper arm for subsequent analysis
using ion chromatography, atomic absorption, and induc-
tively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) methods,
respectively.

Fig. 4(d–f) shows chloride (28–31 mM), zinc (∼2.5 μM),
and sodium (35–50 mM) concentrations measured at each
microreservoir following a workout routine. The concentra-
tions are within the normal range and comparable to
values determined using conventional ion chromatography
for chloride (28 mM), ICP-MS for zinc (3.6 μM), and atomic
absorption for sodium (36 mM). Fig. 4g shows time-
sequential changes at the microreservoirs and the center
channel. The concentrations of sodium in each reservoir
tend to be higher than those of chloride. The trend is com-
patible with the reported results for normal subjects.44 For
zinc, the concentration at the first reservoir (∼2.5 μM) is
consistent with the reported physiological range (1.4 and 27
μM).41,42 Zinc could not, however, be detected in the other
reservoirs due to low fluorescence intensities. Improve-
ments in the detection sensitivity are needed to allow mea-
surements of zinc concentration in this case. The result

suggests that the zinc concentration can change signifi-
cantly during a workout.

Conclusions

The wearable fluorometric microfluidic platform and
smartphone optics module introduced here establish a prac-
tical basis for point-of-care fluorescent-based sweat analysis.
Measurements of chloride, sodium, and zinc concentrations
in human exercise studies demonstrate some specific capa-
bilities for sweat biomarker analysis, with validation against
standard diagnostic instruments. These findings provide ca-
pabilities that extend and complement those of colorimetric
schemes reported previously in skin-interfaced microfluidic
systems and those of smartphone-based analyzing schemes
for on-skin diagnostic systems.45,46 The ease of use and the
low-cost nature of these platforms could enable broad distri-
bution across a wide assortment of chemical and immuno-
assay biomarker targets in sweat.

Experimental setup

The wearable sweat-analysis system introduced here consists
of a thin, soft microfluidic device (Fig. 1) and a smartphone-
based optics module (Fig. 2) for detecting fluorescence sig-
nals from chemical probes that interact with sweat, in situ.
The fluidic device has micro-channels, microreservoirs and
passive valves patterned in an elastomeric substrate (polydi-
methylsiloxane (PDMS), Sylgard 184; Dow Corning, MI, USA).
The micropatterns define paths for the microchannels,
allowing the device to capture and store microliter quantities
of sweat for analysis of sweat loss and of chloride, sodium
and zinc concentrations with fluorescence probes. The fluo-
rescence imaging system includes a smartphone and optics
module designed to capture fluorescent images of the
microreservoirs.

Fabrication of the microfluidic system. The fabrication re-
lied on soft lithographic techniques using patterned silicon
molds. The first step involved laser etching of photomasks
with patterns corresponding to the desired microchannel ge-
ometry. Spin casting (at 2000 rpm) photoresist (KMPR 1010;
Microchem Inc., MA, USA) on a 4″ silicon wafer followed by
baking at 110° C for 5 min on a hot plate defined a thin film
for photopatterning (∼15 μm in thickness). Next, passing UV
light through the photomask placed on this coated wafer pat-
terned the exposure of the resist. Immersing the silicon wafer
in developer (AZ917 MIF; Integrated Micro Materials, TX,
USA) removed the unexposed regions. Subsequently, deep re-
active ion etching (STS Pegasus ICP-DRIE; SPTS Technologies
Ltd., Newport, UK) created 400 μm deep trenches in the ex-
posed silicon. Finally, spin coating a layer of polyĲmethyl
methacrylate) (PMMA; Microchem Inc., MA, USA) on the sili-
con mold and baking at 180 °C for 10 min primed the mold
to facilitate release of PDMS cast and cured on top.

Fabrication of microfluidic sweat device. The microfluidic
devices consisted of five assembled layers: a light-shielding
black film, a cover film, fluorometric assays, a microfluidic
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substrate, and a skin-adhesive membrane (Fig. 1a). Fabricat-
ing this stack began with spin-casting a white silicone mate-
rial (Silc Pig; Smooth-on, Inc., PA, USA) mixed at a ratio of
10 : 1 : 1 (base : curing agent : white silicone) on the silicon
mold at 200 rpm, and then curing at 150 °C for 30 min. This
baking process yielded a 1 mm thick, white microfluidic
channel layer. Mechanical punches defined the inlet holes
for collecting sweat and the exterior boundaries of the device.
A transparent mixture of PDMS in a ratio of 10 : 1 (base : cur-
ing agent) spin cast on a PMMA-coated bare wafer at 300 rpm
and cured at 150 °C for 30 min formed a uniform cover layer.
Bonding the cover film to the microfluidic layer occurred af-
ter placing fluorometric assays in the wells. This bonding
step formed the microfluidic channel pathways and micro-
reservoir compartments. A small amount of PDMS (10 : 1) ap-
plied on the cover film before adding the channel layer, and
then curing this material at 40 °C for 1 h defined an adhesive
to ensure strong bonding without damage to the assay re-
agents. A black silicone formulation (Silc Pig; Smooth-on,
Inc., PA, USA) mixed at a ratio of 10 : 1 : 1 (base : curing agent :
black silicone) defined the light shielding layer. Spin coating
at 300 rpm and curing at 150 °C for 30 min yielded a uni-
formly black elastic film. The black cover film laminates on
top of the stack without any adhesives to yield a detachable
and reusable light shielding layer. A CO2 laser (Universal La-
ser Systems, AZ, USA) cut a double-sided skin adhesive mem-
brane (PC2723U; ScapaHealthcare, CT, USA) into a round
shape with defined openings. The adhesive membrane aligns
with the inlet holes in the microfluidic PDMS substrate and
bonds to its bottom surface. Plasma treating the microfluidic
layer with a corona generator (Electro-Technic Products, IL,
USA) created a hydrophilic PDMS surface to allow strong, ir-
reversible bonding of the skin adhesive to the PDMS micro-
fluidic substrate.

The chloride fluorometric assay consisted of 2 mg of
lucigenin (Sigma-Aldrich, MO, USA) dispersed in 1 mL of
deionized water (MilliQ, 18.2 MΩ cm). The zinc fluorometric
assay solution was prepared by adding 25 μL of zinc detec-
tor (Zinc Quantification Kit (Fluorometric), Abcam Inc., MA,
USA) into 5 mL of the zinc assay buffer. Dissolving 1 mg of
the sodium detector (CoroNa™ Green; molecular probes,
OR, USA) in 100 mL of dimethyl sulfoxide (Sigma-Aldrich,
MO, USA) yielded a concentrated solution. Dispersing 2.3
μL of the concentrated solution into 1 mL of deionized wa-
ter yielded the sodium fluorometric assay solution at a con-
centration of 40 μM. Dropping 2 μL volumes of each assay
solution onto the respective chambers of the microfluidic
layer, and then drying at 35 °C for 1 h in a light-shielded
environment yielded solid-state chloride, zinc, and sodium
assays, respectively (Fig. 3a). Dissolving 0.4 mg of rhoda-
mine 110 chloride (Sigma-Aldrich, MO, USA) in 2 mL of
1-ethyl-3-methylilimidazolium ethyl sulfate ionic liquid
(Sigma-Aldrich, MO, USA) formed the reference solution.
Drop casting 0.5 μL of the ionic liquid dye into the cham-
bers designed for the reference fluorometric dye completed
the process.

Fabrication of a smartphone-based fluorescence imaging
module. The imaging module consisted of an assembly of
black acrylic pieces (McMaster-Carr, IL, USA), excitation
(Scotchcal™ graphic film, 3632-87; 3M, MN, USA) and emis-
sion filters (colored-glass alternative filter, 5CGA-515, New-
port Co., CA, USA), and a commercial smartphone fixture (Lo-
tus Tech, Wembley, UK) to create the proper optical
environment for fluorometric imaging (Fig. 2c). A CO2 laser
cut an acrylic black board with 3.18 mm into eight pieces.
Gluing the four black plates together formed a square shaped
box. Placing square plates with holes for excitation and emis-
sion filters on top defined the light-shielding box. The excita-
tion and emission filters were fixed to the holes of the plate.
The box was attached to the smartphone holder by a long
rectangular acrylic piece with a screw. For alignment of the
sweat patch, a square plate with a hole with a size equivalent
to that of the patch was placed on the bottom of the box. The
module serves to maintain a repeatable distance (8 cm) and
angle (0°) between the camera and the microfluidic device.
Placing pieces of black paper on the surface of the plates in-
side the box prevented light reflection. All fluorescence im-
ages were captured with a smartphone, iPhone 6 Plus (Apple
Inc., CA, USA).

Imaging calibration tests. Calibration of the fluorescence
system was performed before human trials using artificial
sweat containing 22 mM urea (Sigma-Aldrich, MO, USA), 5.5
mM lactate acid, 3 mM NH4+ (NH4Cl, Sigma-Aldrich, MO,
USA), 0.4 mM Ca2+ (CaCl2, Sigma-Aldrich, MO, USA), 50 μM
Mg2+ (MgCl2, Sigma-Aldrich, MO, USA), 25 μM uric acid
(Sigma-Aldrich, MO, USA), and 0.1 mM glucose (Sigma-Al-
drich, MO, USA) with varying chloride concentrations (5–100
mM), sodium concentrations (5–100 mM), and zinc concen-
trations (1–30 μM).23 The zinc standard solution contained
sodium and chloride with fixed concentrations of 20 mM. All
of the solutions were equilibrated to pH 6 using KOH buffer
(Sigma-Aldrich, MO, USA). The standard solutions were man-
ually spotted in the microreservoirs of sweat microfluidic de-
vice using a micropipette. Capturing fluorescent images of
the microreservoirs across different concentrations of test so-
lutions, yielded concentration collaboration curves for each
target analyte.
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